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Overview

• The concepts Serverless Computing and Function-as-a-Service
• Motivation for FaaS
• FaaS programming model (the AWS use-case)
• FaaS concept (the AWS use-case)
• FaaS pricing model
• Open-Source software for building FaaS platforms
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Serverless computing
Introduction
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Serverless computing
Introduction

• Making devOps faster, cheaper and easier
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Serverless computing
Introduction

• Event programming model
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Serverless computing
Introduction

• a cloud-native platform
for

• short-running, stateless computation
and

• event-driven applications
which

• scales up and down instantly and automatically
and

• charges for actual usage at a millisecond granularity



Serverless computing
Key characteristics

• Developers focus on code ; not operations
• Reactive Architecture (vs. Reactive Programming)
• Stateless
• Loosely coupled / Task focussed
• Asynchronous - event-triggered
• Utility billing - pay only for usage - 1/10s granularity
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Serverless computing
Architectural evolution
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What is serverless good for ?
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Serverless computing
To summarise ….

• Serverless computing as defined by the Cloud-Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) is the 
concept of building and running applications that do not require server management.
• A developer writes code and delegates to a platform provider server provisioning, maintenance, 

updates, scaling, and capacity planning.

• Benefits for developers:
• Zero server ops

• No provisioning, updating, and managing server infrastructure — no VMs or containers to manage
• Fully automated scalability — no need to pre-plan capacity or configure rules for autoscaling

• No compute cost when idle — no charge for idle VMs or containers
• A serverless computing platform may provide one or both of:

• Functions as a service (FaaS). In this model, a "function" is a piece of code that is deployed to 
the cloud and runs inside a hosting environment that completely abstracts the servers that run the 
code.
• Backend as a service (BaaS). Back-end cloud services, such as databases and storage, 

provide APIs that enable client applications to connect directly to these services. The services auto-
scale and operate transparently.
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The AWS Lambda use-case
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AWS Lambda in a nutshell
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AWS Lambda code



FaaS programming model

The programming model defines the interface between the developer's code and the runtime:
• The developer tells the runtime which method to run by defining a handler in the function 

configuration.
• When calling the handler, the runtime passes in two objects: Event & Context

• Event: a JSON-formatted document that contains data for a Lambda function to process. The Lambda 
runtime converts the event to an object and passes it to the function code. The invoking service (user or 
the AWS service) determines the structure and contents of the event. 
https://0wm4lhk445.execute-api.us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/StageName/NabilFunction?TableName=Music

{

"TableName": "Music"

}

• Context object. A context object is passed to the function by Lambda at runtime. This object provides 
methods and properties that provide information about the invocation, function, and runtime environment.
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FaaS programming model (Context)
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Lambda concept (Function)

• A code to process the events that you pass into the function or that other AWS services send to 
the function.
• A function can be deployed as a container image or .zip file archive
• After creating a function, the user can configure settings for many options such as environment 

variables
• Environment variables

• Used to make the function code portable by removing passwords, endpoints, etc. for external 
resources.
• Adjust your function's behaviour without updating code
• A key value pair
Example:
import os

region = os.environ['AWS_REGION']
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Reserved env. variable



Lambda concept (Trigger)

Trigger: a resource or configuration that invokes a Lambda function. Triggers include AWS 
services that you can configure to invoke a function
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Examples of 
function triggers
(AWS services)
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Lambda Function (Trigger)
Examples of function triggers (third parties)



Lambda concept (Execution environment)

• Secure and isolated runtime environment
• Lambda uses configuration information (memory, execution time, etc.) to set up the execution 

environment.
• After the function runs, the Lambda service freezes the execution environment and maintains it 

for some time in anticipation of another function invocation.
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Lambda concept (Execution environment)
• The runtime process exposes three distinct phases in the lifecycle of the Lambda execution 

environment: Init, Invoke and Shutdown.
• Init: The Init phase happens either during the first invocation, or in advance of function invocations if 

you have enabled provisioned concurrency. The Init phase is split into three sub-phases: Extension 
init, Runtime init, and Function init.
• Invoke: In this phase, Lambda invokes the function handler. After the function runs to completion, 

Lambda prepares to handle another function invocation.
• Shutdown: triggered if the Lambda function does not receive any invocations for a period of time.
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Lambda concept (Extensions)

• Extension
• Used to solve a common request: How to smoothly integrate existing tools with Lambda?

• Extension use-cases:
• capturing diagnostic information before, during, and after function invocation
• automatically use code without needing code changes
• fetching configuration settings or secrets before the function invocation
• detecting and alerting on function activity through hardened security agents, which can run as 

separate processes from the function.
• Lambda supports external and internal extensions:

• An external extension runs as an independent process in the execution environment and continues to 
run after the function invocation is fully processed. Because extensions run as separate processes, 
you can write them in a different language than the function.
• An internal extension runs as part of the runtime process
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Lambda concept (Runtime)

• Provides a language-specific environment that runs in an execution environment.
• The user can use runtimes that Lambda provides (.zip), or build his own (container image).
• For a container image, you include the runtime when you build the image.
• The runtime converts the event to an object and passes it to the function code.
• Runtimes: Node.js, Python, Ruby, Java, .NET, Go

• Here are Node.js runtimes (Oct. 2021)
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Lambda concept (Deployment package)

• Two types of deployment packages:
• A .zip file (up to 250 MB)

• Contains the function code and its dependencies.
• Lambda provides the operating system and runtime for the function.
• The .zip file can be uploaded from Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) or the local machine

• A container image (up to 10 GB)
• Compatible with the Open Container Initiative (OCI) specification.

• Contains the function code and dependencies to the image, the operating system and a Lambda runtime.
• Lambda provides a set of open-source base images that you can use to build the container image
• The container image is stored in the Amazon Elastic Container Registry (Amazon ECR). To deploy the image, 

the user mast specify the Amazon ECR image URL.
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Lambda concept (Concurrency)

• The number of requests that your function is serving at any given time
• The total concurrency for all of the functions in your account is subject to a per-region quota
• Two types of concurrency controls: Reserved concurrency and Provisioned concurrency
• Reserved concurrency (no charge)

• Guarantees the maximum number of concurrent instances for the function.
• When a function has reserved concurrency, no other function can use that concurrency.

• Provisioned concurrency (incurs charges to the AWS account)
• Provisioned concurrency initializes a requested number of execution environments so that they are 

prepared to respond immediately to your function's invocations.
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Lambda concept (Layer)

• A Lambda layer is a .zip file archive that can contain additional code or other content
• Layers provide a convenient way to package libraries and other dependencies used by the 

Lambda functions.
• Functions deployed as a container image do not use layers. Instead, you package your 

preferred runtime, libraries, and other dependencies into the container image when you build 
the image.
• Extensions are deployed as Lambda layers
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FaaS pricing model

• Typical FaaS pricing models have two components:
• Billing by resources consumed (execution time x memory)
• Billing by number of invocations
• Ingress/egress network traffic is billed separately

• This is very different from IaaS or PaaS pricing that bills for VM/instance allocation time
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FaaS pricing model
Pricing examples
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AWS Lambda Azure Functions Google Cloud 
Functions

1M invocations US$ 0.20 US$ 0.20 US$ 0.40

Execution time 
granularity 100 ms 100 ms 100 ms

1Ms execution time  with 
1024 MB memory US$ 16.7 US$ 16 US$ 16.5

Free tier (per month)
1 million 
invocations, 400’000 
GB-s

1 million 
invocations, 400’000 
GB-s

2 million 
invocations, 400’000 
GB-s



Function-as-a-Service use cases
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Real-time file processing — E.g., image thumbnail creation



Function-as-a-Service use cases
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IoT backend — E.g., sensors in tractor detect need for a spare part and automatically place order

Web application — E.g., weather information



Barriers to adopt FaaS
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Serverless.com

https://www.serverless.com/blog/2018-serverless-community-survey-huge-growth-usage/


Software for building FaaS platforms

There are quite a few efforts to build Open Source software for FaaS platforms. Among them
• OpenFaaS — Independent project, funded through donations. 
• Fn Project
• Fission
• OpenWhisk
• kubeless
• TriggerMesh
• …

• Many of them use Docker containers as sandboxes and deploy them on Kubernetes
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Apache OpenWhisk

• Software to implement a platform for FaaS
• Open Source, under Apache umbrella
• Initially developed by IBM, first release 

2016-12
• Written in Scala
• Uses

• Nginx as HTTP gateway
• Kafka as distributed message queue
• Docker containers as sandboxes
• CouchDB for persistent storage
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